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KÖNIG X PORSCHE turn the world’s most iconic billboards into a GLOBAL GALLERY 

"Those lucky enough to build a business out of a dream 
owe it to the world to be the caretakers of dreams.“ 
Ferry Porsche

From Times Square to Shibuya Crossing – Porsche and KÖNIG turn some of the world’s most iconic billboards into 
a GLOBAL GALLERY. Eleven emerging digital artists. Five iconic cities. One GLOBAL GALLERY. Porsche and KÖNIG 
make digital artists‘ dreams a reality.

As a brand driven by dreams, it is Porsche’s mission to enable those who dare to dream a dream that’s never been dre-
amt. Introducing GLOBAL GALLERY – an eight-week global exhibition handing over some of the world’s most iconic 
digital billboards to eleven rising digital artists. Turning famous cities into their canvases.

Starting on the 9th of October 2021, the immersive exhibition spans over popular digital billboard sites across five 
metropolises including NYC’s Time Square, Berlin’s Sony Centre, Tokyo’s Shibuya Crossing, Seoul’s K-Pop Square and 
Madrid’s Callao Lights. All art pieces feature QR codes allowing the viewer to purchase the NFT artworks right off the 
street via misa.art/gg. Propelling the artists‘ eminence and creating a new generation of art collectors.

The outdoor exhibition is accompanied by a KÖNIG X PORSCHE content hub on misa.art, which includes artist featu-
res, background stories, plus new ways of experiencing and collecting the artworks digitally. 

Since April 2020, KÖNIG GALERIE has been working with digital artists to create experiences online and offline.  KÖ-
NIG DIGITAL was introduced and launched with the app KÖNIG GALERIE, in which digital art is exhibited. KÖNIG 
opened its second virtual exhibition space through a gallery outpost in DECENTRALAND, a virtual world based on 
the blockchain, with the show THE ARTIST IS ONLINE in April 2021. KÖNIG DIGITAL presents digital solo and group 
shows by new media artists and by artists experimenting in the virtual space among others Jonas Lund, Nancy Baker 
Cahill, Manuel Rossner, Thomas Webb, and Claudia Comte. The aim of the gallery is to make art accessible for ever-
yone and pursues the declared goal of bringing art and artists closer to an international audience on a local level.

ARTISTS

Andy Picci | Auriea Harvey | Banz & Bowinkel | Ben Elliot | John Yuyi | Jon Burgerman | Jonas Lund | kennedy+swan | 
Manuel Rossner | Nicole Ruggiero | Junuwana

LOCATIONS

SEOUL: among others K-Pop Square, and Gangnam.

BERLIN: Sony Center / Potsdamer Platz, Underground Stations among others Alexanderplatz, Friedrichstraße, 
Zoologischer Garten, Rosenthaler Platz, City Network around Kurfürstendamm.  

NEW YORK: Billboards, Bus Stops and Newsstands among others W 42nd St x 6th Ave, W 42nd St x 8th Ave, 5th Ave.
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COLLECTOR REWARD 

GLOBAL GALLERY NFT collectors will regularly receive exclusive NFTs via Airdrop into their MISA wallet. Collectors 
who hold one GLOBAL GALLERY NFT received the first Airdrop, collectors who hold two GLOBAL GALLERY NFTs will 
receive the second Airdrop and so on. 

14 OCTOBER: Jonas Lund
28 OCTOBER: Banz & Bowinkel
11 NOVEMBER: Manuel Rossner 
24 NOVEMBER: Auriea Harvey
2 DECEMBER: KÖNIG X PORSCHE

THE ARTISTS 

Jonas Lund

“I dream of open fields, a warm breeze, a misty forest and a peaceful place of progress.” – Jonas Lund 

Jonas Lund creates paintings, sculptures, photography, websites and performances that offer a critical perspective 
on contemporary networked systems and the power structures of control. His artistic practice involves establishing 
systems and parameters that require the viewer to engage.

On 21 March 2018, Jonas Lund launched the JONAS LUND TOKEN (JLT). Its visual representation has changed shape 
at various points since its inception, but the JLT remains a distributed, decentralized, autonomous artistic practice that 
aims to optimise and streamline decision-making in art production and around strategic decisions relating to Lund’s 
career path. JLT shareholders participate in decision-making by discussing and voting on proposals via the JLT web-
site. As Lund’s career path and market value develop, so too does the value of a JLT, allowing shareholders to profit 
through dividends and potential sales of the tokens.

COW by Jonas Lund 

The cow is a symbol of patience, nourishment, female power, beginnings and calmness – and one of many animal 
representatives and symbols in the JLT universe.This JLT COLLECTIBLE can be used as a playable character in Lund’s 
forthcoming game IN SEARCH OF IDEAS. It comes with 20 JLTs, which entitle the holder to join the JLT board as a 
shareholder and participate in decisions around Lund’s artistic practice and life.

Jon Burgerman

“Creating my work makes me feel lighter and happier, feelings I hope are passed on to the viewer.“ – Jon Burgerman

Jon Burgerman’s practice focuses on creative play as a means of communication. He works intuitively, with shape, co-
lour and expression, as if trying to solve a puzzle with no obvious solution. Eventually everything falls into place and fits 
in ways that are not always completely obvious to the artist himself but that, over time, give him an understanding of 
himself, his thoughts and his feelings. To make himself laugh and distract himself from outside pressures, his creations 
are amusing – especially those produced in lockdown in 2020. 
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For Burgerman, art is an escape, not only from the outside world but also from his inner anxieties. The bright colours 
offer an alternative space for his inner existence, while his strange and playful characters offer both company and an 
opportunity to reflect. 

CAMOUFLAGE by Jon Burgerman

CAMOUFLAGE plays with standing out whilst also blending in. In a world where we must always be on display, exhi-
biting, promoting, sharing the best versions of our lives, perhaps disappearing into the crowd is both comforting and 
rebellious.

Manuel Rossner

“The world is changing fast, and technology is fundamentally transforming society. My dream is to inspire others to 
get familiar with the digital space, which needs as many contributors as possible. The only way it can evolve to benefit 
us all is with the most diverse range of participants possible.” – Manuel Rossner

Manuel Rossner first started designing his digital spaces and virtual worlds in 2012. He uses them to investigate how 
new technologies are impacting on art and society. His interactive architectures are composed of digital materials that 
represent both spatial interventions and virtual extensions. 

Rossner examines the digital realm. Unlike wood, which can break and burn, the qualities of digital materials make 
them unique. Digital materials mimic what we know from the physical world, begging the question: why do we sense 
and understand virtual environments even though they ultimately consist of nothing but zeros and ones?

ADVENTURE IN COLOUR by Manuel Rossner

ADVENURE IN COLOR is the story of a little character in a world made of paint. The digital environment was drawn in 
virtual reality and includes blobs of colour that rain down from the virtual sky and pose a challenge for the character. 
Rossner explores the digital space and introduces the viewer to a new world beyond our perceived reality. 

John Yuyi

“Live the most in life.” – John Yuyi

John Yuyi is a Taiwanese visual artist based in New York City. The internet and social media form both the premise and 
platform for her creative work, which explores themes of life and the present moment as revealed by these media. In 
her work, she reflects on her own emotions, her bipolar disorder, the sense of a modern society as observed on a daily 
basis and the emotions of others. She is best known for her works in the medium of temporary tattoos.

All the information we receive and transmit goes via the same mobile device. By recording what we observe through 
its lens, we allow others to watch what we see on their mobile devices. Sometimes, we even watch important events 
entirely through our devices in order to record them. But we can also see what other people have recorded via the 
screens on our own mobile devices. We live in an era of an ever-accelerating content explosion. Yet what we see is 
real-time and authentic – or is it? Could it be a carefully curated selection chosen by its creators? Might it have been 
reviewed and censored by the social platform…?
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Ben Elliot

“I dream of exploring new worlds in the digital realm.” – Ben Elliot

Ben Elliot’s practice addresses contemporary subjects such as emerging technologies and lifestyles, influencer mar-
keting and socio-economic trends. He also partners with forward-thinking companies to explore their concepts and 
values.
Elliot‘s initial projects showed a desire to envision the artist as a brand with a strong identity and storytelling. In 2016, 
he organised a party under his own name that attracted some 500 faces and creatives of the new Parisian generation. 
In 2017, he joined forces with the water brand Voda Voda to create a bottle, again under his own name. And he later 
collaborated with several digital brands and mobile applications – such as Perfect365, Meitu Inc. and Tinder – to 
realise other works as well. This approach was extended in 2018, when Elliot created an installation that resembled 
a concept store. It brought together more than 45 leading tech, sportswear, smart-food and virtual entertainment 
brands to make a comprehensive statement on the most advanced lifestyles and show how we are moving ever closer 
to the augmented human being. 

UNRELEASED SELFIES by Ben Elliot

UNRELEASED SELFIES is an ongoing series of selfies that were never published on Ben Elliot’s social networks. He ori-
ginally took them for his Instagram but never published them, either because they were not good enough or because 
they were outtakes of other selfies. 

UNRELEASED SELFIES offers a behind-the-scenes glimpse of his posts and projects. He is fascinated by the fact that, 
even though they were initially intended to be accessible anytime, anywhere online, these pictures can only be viewed 
properly in the context of an exhibition.

Andy Picci

“How do we separate dreams from reality in a world where reality isn’t necessarily tangible anymore?” – Andy Picci

Andy Picci’s work revolves around fame, social networks and the deeper quest for self-identity. The artist is obsessed 
with the torments of an age that is dominated by social media.

CONFESSION (I dream to have a dream) by Andy Picci

Ever since social media sprang up, society has been torn between an unconscious desire for exhibition and even vo-
yeurism on the one hand, and concerns around privacy and the treatment of personal data on the other. This leads 
to a contradictory response: what’s private is made public in order to seek validation, yet the user is unable to voice 
their feelings. For this series of sky lettering, Picci showcases some confessions that unknown people shared with him 
via direct messages on Instagram.

By taking these intimate thoughts and publishing them as giant sky messages for everyone to see, Picci evokes com-
passion and offers mental support for those experiencing loneliness.
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The liquid look of the letters references the book LIQUID MODERNITY by Zygmunt Bauman, in which the concept 
of liquid society replaces that of postmodernity. In a liquid society, as opposed to a solid society, structures of the 
common organisation are created collectively. Social status, identity and achievement are defined only in terms of 
individual choice and can vary, fluctuating rapidly in line with demand for flexibility. Picci defines social relations as 
becoming increasingly intangible in today’s society, citing love and feelings as evidence of the impalpability of relati-
onships.

Auriea Harvey

“It’s a paradox: when a dream comes true, I just get bigger dreams.” – Auriea Harvey

Auriea Harvey’s work combines digital and physical processes to create sculptures that bridge physical space and 
mixed reality. Drawing on her extensive experience in net art and video games, she brings to her sculptures personal 
narratives and character development. 

Sifting through artifacts of western culture, Harvey sets out to find herself and trace her African-American diasporic 
lineage. The objects concerned are hybrid products, made in Western Europe but borrowing from its colonies. Her 
influences are evident in her sculptures, where they fuse with her own creations to reinvent, reinterpret and retell new 
narratives.

THE MYSTERY by Auriea Harvey 

THE MYSTERY is an excerpt from an interactive artwork that provides infinite views of the digital sculpture THE MYS-
TERY v5-dv2 (CHROMA SCREEN). The intense chromatic palette and endless rotation is unsettling, and amongst it all 
a face and skull can be seen as the work shifts between figuration and abstraction, depending on the view.

kennedy+swan 

“In our dreams we all will be hybrids: part plant, part animal and part human.” – kennedy+swan

kennedy+swan deal with the future of evolution. In 1,000 years, so-called hybrids will develop – beings that are part 
plant, part animal and part human. The artists developed their utopian cycle LIFE 3.0 from virtual reality experiences, 
expansive model installations and films. They bring their characters to life through VR, AR, 3D scans and motion cap-
ture, allowing the audience to immerse themselves in their worlds.

NOSTALGAE by kennedy+swan’s

Can we miss something if we didn’t know it existed? Do our bodies know how the world felt and looked like hundreds 
of years ago?

In a utopian city, kennedy+swan’s beetle dances along the shiny windows of skyscrapers. It seems to be enjoying itself 
and instils in us viewers – who are not a part of this hovering island – a sense of being at one with its surroundings. The 
lush forests and wild oceans of nature remain unforgotten but are preserved behind the glossy facades of the towers. 
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Banz & Bowinkel

“Dreams are our future reality.” – Banz & Bowinkel

Giulia Bowinkel and Friedemann Banz have been working together as Banz & Bowinkel since 2009. Having graduated 
from the Art Academy under Albert Oehlen in 2007, they started making art with computers. Their works include com-
puter-generated imagery, animation, augmented imagery, virtual realities and installations. Banz & Bowinkel deal with 
digital image cultures. Their computer-generated art negotiates the changed conditions for the creation of images 
and their influence on perception.

BINARY I 03 by Banz & Bowinkel

In BINARY, red and white patterns reference the binary code of computers and form an abstract space with avatars. A 
virtual world is depicted as a dream-like counterpart to our reality, in which the computer is an unconscious force that 
subjects society to a new technological order.

Junuwana 

“The people we meet, the places we visit, new experiences like smells and tastes enable us to create virtual stories.“ 
– Junuwana 

The artist and architect duo JUNUWANA design virtual architectures in the digital
realm and invite people to live in a virtual world. By sharing time-based
architectural spaces with people in the digital public realm, the artists question how the realm of art and architecture 
might be expanded in the digital space, where gravity no longer exists. By approaching visual art through architecture, 
they have developed a strategy for suggesting a new level of experience. 

CONE AND WIND by Junuwana 

The cone shape is formed by triangles in motion. The conical, architectural structure expands and develops by itself 
in the wind, in a virtual, gravity-free environment. The cone structure flies through the air, suggesting that architectural 
structures can literally come alive and take flight.

Nicole Ruggiero

“I dream of infinite connection through technology and beyond.” – Nicole Ruggiero

Nicole Ruggiero is a 3D visual artist whose work is based on the internet and online trends. Her practice concentrates 
on technology and the emotional and social culture that surrounds it. Her most recent works explore topics such as 
digital identity, nostalgia, online romance and sexuality, internet subcultures, virality and meme humour. She presents 
these themes through 3D figures, internet relics and online iconography, blurring the boundary between virtual and 
real. Working in 3D, she creates stills, animations and interactive AR and VR experiences.
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SUBLIME by Nicole Ruggiero 

SUBLIME is the second animated artwork in Nicole Ruggiero’s series CROWN and comprises a hand-sculpted and 
hand-textured head. The series sets out to evoke strength by recognising the power of the human form as an avatar. 
Incorporating only a head and crown, the singular facial expression of each work in the series conveys an emotion 
inspired by the further integration of the internet into our everyday lives. This piece honours the way the internet has 
elevated society.

ABOUT misa.art 

misa.art offers a carefully curated selection of art from the primary and secondary market. It is the only online mar-
ketplace that brings emerging and established artists together and offers a range of traditional and digital art. Ultra 
Contemporary artists are presented alongside the classics of art history from the past 70 years. The selection of new 
discoveries and canonical works is constantly being expanded, and NFTs and editions are regularly dropped. 

THE ENVIRONMENT 

MISA is built on Flow, a fast, decentralized, and environmentally friendly blockchain, designed as the foundation for a 
new generation of games, apps, and the digital assets that power them. It is a proof of stake blockchain which allows 
for overall lower transaction fees. Flow uses less than 1GWh of power in a year. Ethereum in comparison uses appro-
ximately 8TWh per year. 

INFO

Please click HERE to enter the GLOBAL GALLERY online and to watch the film.

Please direct your questions and inquiries to christoph@koeniggalerie.com and find the press images HERE.
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